Never in our lifetime has a sovereign state within the Union and its citizens been openly assaulted on a
massive scale with no response by the federal government. The federal government is purposely failing
to uphold its constitutional duty to protect Texas. It is reasonable to conclude this blatant disregard by
the Biden Administration, HHS, Mayorkas, and now the DOJ is solely focused on aiding the criminal
cartel organizations that are benefiting from the mass exploitation of human beings and the assault
against Texas. As the federal government is failing to uphold its constitutional duty and orchestrating
this barrage of unsustainable assaults, it is imperative to remind the federal government that they serve
at the behest of the sovereign states.
Consequently, the federal government only holds the authority of power willingly delegated and agreed
upon by the states within the Union. The current actions or lack thereof are nothing short of open
assault against the sovereign State of Texas and consequently directly impact every other sovereign
State within the Republic. As a result, Texas has had to respond with novel methods under Operation
Lone Star. However, despite the best efforts of our Texas Military, Department of Public Safety, local law
enforcement, Office of the Governor, Office of the Attorney General, and billions of Texas taxpayer
dollars, there is no alleviation in sight.
As such, We, the citizens of Texas, petition Gov. Abbott to take the next necessary step of declaring this
as an active invasion. This is Texas, and we will no longer sit idly by while a tyrannical administration
over a thousand miles away continues to blatantly encourage the active destruction of Texas, its
citizens, and the rest of the United States. We recognize that constitutionally and legally, this pivotal
next step would grant the authority our Texas forces require to secure Texas and its citizens by any and
all means necessary.
While we acknowledge this action is unprecedented, it is the action that is required. As our chosen
elected Governor, representative of We, the citizens of Texas, we are entrusting you with the fate,
future, and safety of the State.
~ For Texas

“If there must be trouble, let it be in my day, that my child may have peace; and this
single reflection, well applied, is sufficient to awaken every man to duty.” ~ Thomas
Paine
Petition Link: https://www.ipetitions.com/petition/gov-abbott-call-the-border-crisis-an-invasion
**Please do NOT donate on petition link, if you’d like to donate, please do so directly on the givesendgo
link available on the securetheborder.us website. Thank you!**

